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Science and Technology in the Convention

The Conference of States Parties Shall:

“Review scientific and technological developments that could affect the
operation of this Convention and, in this context, direct the Director General to
establish a Scientific Advisory Board to enable him, in the performance of his
functions, to render specialized advice in areas of science and technology
relevant to this Convention, to the Conference, the Executive Council or States
Parties.”

CWC Article VIII, Section B, paragraph 21(h)
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What does “Science and Technology” mean to you?
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What does “Science and Technology” mean to you?

(responses from audience)
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What is the Science of Chemical Weapons?

Trans-Disciplinary…
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The Convention itself is “Convergent”

Chemical Weapon

Toxic chemicals and their precursors, except where intended for

purposes not prohibited under this Convention as long as the types and

quantities are consistent with such

Chemical Weapon

Toxic chemicals and their precursors, except where intended for

purposes not prohibited under this Convention as long as the types and

quantities are consistent with such

Toxic Chemical

Any chemical which through its chemical action on life processes can

cause death, temporary incapacitation or permanent harm to humans or

animals. This includes all such chemicals, regardless of their origin or of

their method of production, and regardless of whether they are produced

in facilities, in munitions or elsewhere.

Chemical Weapons Convention Article II
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How Much Science is Out There?

>

Scientific Publications in 2014
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How Much Science is Out There?

>

Scientific Publications in 2014

http://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_941_2016.pdf

http://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_941_2016.pdf
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D. Rose, Toxicology Letters, 2017

DOI: 10.1016/j.toxlet.2017.11.039
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D. Rose, Toxicology Letters, 2017

DOI: 10.1016/j.toxlet.2017.11.039

60% of 2015-2016 publications involving 

Schedule 1 chemicals focus on toxicology 

(including countermeasures), 

pharmacology, biochemistry and 

pharmaceuticals (especially chemotherapy)
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Implementation Requires Science and Technology!

Articles IV and V

Article VI

Article II

Article III

Article VII
Article VIII

Articles IX and X

Article XI
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Science and Convention Quiz

Rules:

Open Note

Talking allowed

Passing notes allowed

Smart phones allowed
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How Many Chemicals Do You Know About?
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How Many Chemicals Do You Know About? (response from audience)
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How Many Chemicals Do You Know About?
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“Good” Chemical or “Bad” Chemical?
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“Good” Chemical or “Bad” Chemical?

(response from audience)
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“Good” Chemical or “Bad” Chemical?
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“Good” Biological or “Bad” Biological?
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“Good” Biological or “Bad” Biological?

(response from audience)
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“Good” Biological or “Bad” Biological?
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“Good” Device or “Bad” Device?
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“Good” Device or “Bad” Device?

(response from audience)
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"In undertaking its verification activities the Organization shall
consider measures to make use of advances in science and
technology"

• CWC Article VIII, paragraph 6
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In the Lead Up To Previous Review Conferences
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Toward The Fourth Review Conference: Find a Tricorder!
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Toward The Fourth Review Conference: Find a Tricorder!

25 Events

676 Attendees
- 256 individuals

- 56 Nationalities

405 Speakers
- 191 individuals

- 56 Nationalities

30 Reports
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Presentation by Dr Christopher Timperley
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© Pinterest

Dr Christopher M. Timperley (SAB Chairperson)
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Successes of the Chemical Weapon Convention

48

48
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Challenges

Starting with the 2013 UN-led mission to the

Syrian Arab Republic, the TS has undertaken

non-routine inspection, verification and technical

assistance activities in Syria, Libya and Iraq

Contingency operations have required:

- Investigations

- Analysis, and fact-finding

- Evaluation of oral, material, and digital evidence
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Contingency operations

© Pinterest

Non-routine situations have been insightful

for considering new technologies with

potential to enhance capabilities available to

inspectors

Operational challenges:

- Access to sites is time-limited

- Harsh environmental conditions

- Chain-of-custody (taking & shipping samples)

- Evidence needs to be authenticated

- Required expertise beyond chemical analysis
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OPCW Scientific Advisory Board
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Chemical forensics

52
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Medical countermeasures and emergency response
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Innovative technologies for chemical security
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IUPAC and OPCW

© Pinterest
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IUPAC and OPCW

© Pinterest
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Trends in chemical production
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Threat spectrum

Toxic industrial,

pharmaceutical

and agricultural

chemicals

CNS-active 

chemicals

blister agents

nerve agents

toxic gases

substance P

neurokinins
botulinum

saxitoxin

ricin

modified/tailored

bacteria and 

viruses

bacteria

viruses

rikettsia

anthrax

plague

tularemia

Agents of biological originChemical agents

Classical CW Other chemicals
Bioregulators

Peptides 
Toxins

Genetically

modified BW 
Traditional BW 

Poisons Infectious Agents

Chemical  Weapons  Convention (Article II)

Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (Article I)

Adopted from Graham S Pearson, ASA Newsletter, 90-1, February 1990 and Robert Mathews at TWG on Convergence,1st Meeting 2011.
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Convergence

Practical applications of new technologies for anticipated novel applications

are advancing by trans-disciplinary problem solving

Technological change should be viewed from a practical perspective focusing on

developments relevant to the Convention rather than focusing on single disciplines
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Production of chemicals using biological processes

SAB recommended “production by synthesis" covers any process for

the formation of a chemical

Technological advances : metabolic engineering, synthetic biology, gene editing

No advantage to producing classical CW agents by biological means

Toxins might be produced genetically rather than isolated from organisms

TS should continue to assess the possibility of conversion of biological facilities to the

production of scheduled chemicals; the outcome of such a review would inform the

degree of relevance these facilities have to the object and purpose of the Convention
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3D printing
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3D printing
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Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology has enabled advances in detection
technology by incorporation of antibody or enzyme sensing
elements that might be used for on-site inspections

Publications on nanotechnology for chemical analysis,
detection, protection, decontamination, and medical
countermeasures reveal that few commercial products
have come onto the market

Nanotechnologies that impact life processes through chemical
action, used for purposes prohibited by the Convention, are
covered by the general purpose criterion of Article II

Nanotechnologies to deliver chemical or biological agents would
constitute a delivery system and contravene the CWC and BWC
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Schedules

Up-to-date knowledge of chemistry related to the Schedules and
industrial processes are key for inspectors

Adequate levels of scientific understanding will remain critical in
making any assessments of an industrial capability or facility –
unusual practices cannot be recognised without good knowledge

A review of the schedules may be of value regarding chemicals previously not
considered that are determined to pose a risk to non-proliferation, and could include :

- toxic industrial chemicals

- CNS-acting chemicals

- bioregulators and/or toxins
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Isotopically-labelled compounds and stereoisomers
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Emerging technologies

SAB encourages Technical Secretariat to consider scenarios
where new technologies may enhance capabilities of inspectors

Satellite imaging (including hyperspectral and non-visible light methods) should be
considered for contingency operations and routine inspections where access to a site is
difficult due to security concerns

The utility of UAVs to support investigations should be further explored - emphasis on
area reconnaissance, visual confirmation, live entry support, and scene documentation

Unmanned systems for monitoring chemical change and/or collecting samples should
be assessed
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Detection

Remote and automated monitoring technologies should be
added to the list of approved inspection equipment (including
those that could be incorporated into unmanned vehicles)

Handheld devices that provide chemical information, including through spectroscopic
capabilities, mass spectrometry, and non-destructive techniques should be assessed

Use of multiple and complementary detectors will provide higher confidence in results
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Protection

Research directed at enhancing protection while reducing the
physiological burden of respirators and clothing

Incorporation of enzymes/catalysts to give self-
decontaminating clothing, and evaluation of new materials in
filters and clothing

E.g. metal organic frameworks (MOFs)
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The OPCW inspector today

© Pinterest
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The OPCW inspector tomorrow

© Pinterest
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Decontamination

Enzymes might offer non-corrosive, safe and catalytic means of
decontaminating CW agents

Directed evolution of enzymes may provide ‘green catalysts’ for
degrading CW agents

New decontamination formulations will continue to be sought

Microorganisms that digest chemicals may allow CW remediation
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Medical countermeasures

There is a continuing need to identify early biochemical events to
understand better mechanisms leading to vesicant injury

Requirement for fast and efficient means to diagnose and treat
people exposed to toxic chemicals and for improved MedCMs
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Riot control agents (RCAs)

Reviewed list of 60 chemicals that
had been discussed in a RCA context

Only 17 met CWC-definition of RCA

EC-84, 8 March 2017
© The Guardian
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Central nervous system (CNS) acting chemicals

SAB reviewed 25 years of its advice on CNS-
acting chemicals and concluded aerosolisation
of these materials for law enforcement poses a
significant health risk to humans

Technical discussions remain exhausted: issue now in the policy domain

OPCW should start preparations for verification activities to prepare for any future IAU
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Toxins

Standardised methods for identification
and analysis of saxitoxin and ricin should
continue to be developed, and an
international capability built to analyse
samples for these two Sch. 1 chemicals

• Methods for detecting and analysing other
toxins/chemicals that have been weaponised, or
pose a high risk of use as chemical weapons,
should be addressed

• Development of analysis of specific biomarkers
related to toxins in biomedical samples would be
advantageous

OPCW Laboratory and designated laboratory network
should engage with other networks of laboratories to
share best practice in toxin identification and analysis
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Monitoring chemical change

Plants offer a means to detect and monitor chemical exposure
(physical, chemical, and microbiological changes occur)

Might be able to read such changes using handheld devices etc.
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Designated laboratories (DLs)

• SAB supports expansion of the network which is a model of international cooperation

• IAU technical data should be shared among DLs and published in peer-reviewed 

scientific papers to build capacity worldwide that OPCW may draw upon in future
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Important to share analytical methods

Proficiency Tests do not address identification of poisoning by non-sch. chemicals

The SAB recommends that a possible approach for such a scenario is evaluated
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OPCW Central Analytical Database (OCAD)

Analytical data for chemicals that pose a risk of use for purposes
prohibited by the CWC should be included in the OCAD, including:

- Isotopically labeled relatives

- Stereoisomers of scheduled compounds

- Riot control agents

- CNS-acting chemicals

- Bioregulators and/or toxins

- Relevant biomarkers
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Sample handling and storage

Further documentation on the stability of samples just after
sampling and during transport to the OPCW Laboratory; sample
handling during splitting, handling, storage and disposal of
samples at the OPCW Laboratory; should be pursued and shared
with relevant stakeholder laboratories

Solid phase micro-extraction fibres, blood spot papers and related technologies may
be promising for long-term storage of blood and other biological matrices –
opportunities to test these should be sought

Collaborative opportunities to develop sample preparation methodologies for relevant
non-scheduled chemicals (e.g. TICS, CNS acting chemicals, RCAs) should be sought
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TWG on Investigative Science and Technology

85

© Zaid Meherali
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TWG on Investigative Science and Technology

Contingency operations have increasingly involved investigations,
analysis, and fact-finding, with collection and evaluation of oral,
material, and digital evidence of the use of chemical agents

 Review science and technology relevant to investigations mandated under the CWC

 Include science and technology for the validation and provenancing (determining the
chronology of ownership, custody and/or location) of evidence, and integration of
multiple and diverse inputs to reconstruct a past event

 Identify capabilities, skill sets, and equipment that will augment and strengthen the
investigative capabilities of OPCW
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Initial findings

Any site of alleged use of toxic chemicals should be viewed as a
crime scene with interagency cooperation important for OPCW

Impurity profiling is an important developing area of science

Biomedical samples should be exploited as much as possible

Forensic techniques including analysis of open source videos and
documents to establish authenticity should aid investigations

Important to consider best practice adopted by first responders

OPCW should keep reference samples of investigation samples
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Closing statement

The SAB’s report to the Fourth Review Conference will be
delivered to the Director-General in April 2018

The SAB condemns any use of chemicals as weapons and stands
ready to provide relevant scientific advice in support of
verification and the prevention of re-emergence of chemical
weapons in response to any allegations
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Thank you for your attention
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http://www.basilleaftech.com/

Non-Invasive Disease Diagnosis

(could include chemical agent exposure)

http://www.basilleaftech.com/
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“…I encourage you to

be forward thinking,

innovative and bold

as you draft this

report

The value of the

report and its advice

is the independent

expert voice the SAB

provides”

- DG Remarks to SAB-26

16 October 2017
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SAB Meets 19-23 March

Report submitted to Director-General in April

Response from Director-General in May

SAB Chair Addresses OEWG-RC in June
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Engage Policy Makers




